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information, please call 231-547-0373,   

per coach. To book a tour or for more 

Attention tour professionals and coach operators! Experienced and knowledgeable  

step-on guides from the Charlevoix Historical Society are available now to tour  

world-famous “Charlevoix the Beautiful”! Your tour will travel throughout the city and 

take you past the renowned Earl Young “Mushroom Houses”, past the stunning  

Victorian summer resorts, across the famous drawbridge, and into the heart of the  

bustling community. The experience can last approximately 1 to 1.5 hours or can be   

 wonderfully historic and entertaining tour for merely $100  

               timed to fit your needs. We can provide a guide for this  

Earl Young’s  
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STEP-ON TOUR 

Without question, the homes and structures built by the city’s 

“Master Builder in Stone”, Earl Young, are the highlight of any 

Charlevoix exploration. Tens of thousands of visitors each year 

marvel at unique stone dwellings and businesses of Earl Young, 

who was never a registered architect. The breathtaking  

residences you will see on this tour range from 1919 to 1954, 

each with its own fascinating history. Nearly all of them are  

indicative of Earl’s style: stone foundations, cedar shake roofs, 

respect for the landscape, and natural aesthetics. These  

private homes, together with Earl’s commercial structures (The 

Weathervane Inn restaurant, The Lodge Motel, and the 

Weathervane Terrace Inn), form the crown jewel of  

Charlevoix’s architectural legacy.   

Even before the time of Earl Young, Charlevoix had developed 

a reputation as a vacationers paradise. With the coming of the 

railroad in 1892, people could now board a train from Chicago 

or Detroit on Thursday or Friday, spend the weekend in  

Charlevoix, and be home for work by Monday morning. With the 

seasonal migration came a tremendous outcropping of lavish 

and beautiful Victorian summer homes. Altogether, Charlevoix 

boasts one of the best collections of resort architecture in the 

Midwest. Tour patrons are encouraged to take in the  

magnificent views while our guide reveals illuminating and  

little-known facts about Charlevoix’s neighborhoods and the 

people who built them, many of whom were the most important 

movers and shakers in the history of the United States.  

From Earl Young’s famous creations to the charming and historic neighborhoods, there is much to explore in 

Charlevoix, which has long been one of the most important ports on the Lake Michigan shore. At the low cost 

of $100 per coach, we are proud to offer a genuine “up-north” experience that is both informative and  

thoroughly entertaining. To book your guide today, or for more information, please call  

231-547-0373 or email us at info@chxhistory.com. We hope to see you soon in “Charlevoix the Beautiful”! 

 

 


